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QUOTE  
“At the heart of each of us, whatever our imperfections, there exists a silent pulse of perfect rhythm, a 

complex of wave forms of resonances, which is absolutely individual and unique, and yet which 

connects us to everything in the universe. “ by George Leonard .  

 

RINGS THE BELLS -  CALL TO WORSHIP  

 

WELCOME          SEAN MACKEY 

 

Good morning. Welcome to another summer service at Towson Unitarian Universalist Church! 

My name is Sean Mackey and I am a member of the  Lay Ministry Committee. When our regular 

minister Clare Petersberger  isn’t in the pulpit, we organize the services. I stood here on June 17th 



and had a computer-generated voice misfire like Janet Jackson’s wardrobe  malfunction in the Super 

Bowl. I’m sorry about that. If you want to read my june seventeen speech please contact me. I can 

email you a copy of it. 

 

Thank you for joining me in exploring  How to Create a Connection.  Our music today is provided by 

Caleb Stine. 

 

Do we have visitors to introduce or who would like to stand and introduce themselves? 

 

Welcome! We look forward to getting to know you and to having a chance foryou get to know us. To 

this end, everyone is invited to remain for coffee and conversation following worship. Large print 

hymnals and assisted listening devices are available in the back of this room. I call your attention to 

the announcements in the order of worship, especially the upcoming poetry service  and on August 

26  where we meet at the regular times, with our regular minister, Clare Petersberger. 

 

(Nod to start the Prelude- Garden by  Caleb Stine, guitarist)  

 

THE CHALICE LIGHTING        BETSY MACKEY 

  

PLEASE RISE AND JOIN ME IN THE UNISON WORDS OF CHALICE LIGHTING PRINTED IN 

YOUR ORDER OF SERVICE. 

 

(BETSY MACKEY NOD ERIC LAQUER TO LIGHT THE CHALICE) 

 

AT TIMES OUR OWN LLGHT GOES OUT 

AND IS REKINDLED BY A SPARK FROM ANOTHER PERSON.  

EACH OF US HAS CAUSE TO THINK 

WITH DEEP GRATITUDE OF THOSE 

WHO HAVE LIGHTED THE FLAME WITHIN US. 

EVERYONE HAS A SPARK. 

 

By Albert Schweitzer 

 



THE FIRST READING         Betsy Mackey 

I am Betsy Mackey. Elizabeth Tarbox was an U. U.minister and an author who served congregation in 

Massachusetts . This is her poem, ‘Legacy ‘ 

 

(Read slowly) 

Legacy 

Maybe love doesn’t die, isn’t obliterated by hurt or anger.  

Maybe love doesn’t dissipate, or sink like silt to dry out in the sun. 

Maybe love isn’t wasted or silly or found to  be something other than love. 

 

Perhaps the love that settled about our shoulders and caress us 

For a spell was created by ancient lovers from Sumer and Pompeii, 

Blown by the winds around the South China Sea,  

Gathering strength across continents and through centuries.  

 

When we let go of it  

(When we let go of it)  

Perhaps it floated on, embracing other strangers unexpectedy,  

Who turn toward each other,  

Seeing the other for the first time,  

Changed by the cloud of love that  had gathered them together.  

 

Oh, my dear, do not despair that love has come and gone. 

Although we are broken  

The love that spilled out of us  

Has joined the love the circles the world 

And makes it blessed. 

 

HYMN  

 

Please rise as you are able and join me in singing Lean On Me 1021 in teal hymnal  

 

(Betsy nods to nod to start play the guitar by Caleb Stine)  

      



CARE AND CONCERN        Sean Mackey 

As is the custom of our church, those of you with a very significant  or a ordinary joy, sorrow, 

milestone, or prayer to share with the congregation are invited to do so through the act of dropping a 

pebble in water. This time, drop only one stone. Speaking into the microphone, please tell us who you 

are and who needs a connection.  

 

(Music similar to sound of gentle slow raindrops by Caleb ) 

 

(Sean drops a first pebble.) 

 The first stone is for our president. 

 

(Betsy holds the microphone and sean holds peddles for others.) 

 

(After all  are dropped,Sean drops a pebble.) 

The last stone is for  our president’s maid who collects and washes his socks each day.  

 

All the ripples, this connection is for all the other joys and sorrows we hold in the silence of our hearts. 

We lift them to the sacred spirit of transformation. May this spirit enter this rippled space, and your 

own ripple cuddles you. 

 

MEDITATION       Barbara Carson and Dylan Carson 

Our names are Barbara Carson and Dylan Carson.  

Here a classic meditation was adapted from Buddha Dharma Education Association. 

Most growups need help to  imagine clearly so I invite the kids to act out this story. 

(Dylan, Kids, Bets and Sean sleep on the stage. Photos  of the Lotus pond show on the screen.) 

Imagine that you are a lotus seed buried beneath a muddy lotus pond. There is mud all around you. 

You can feel something clearly. Above you, above this muddy pool of dirt, mud and filth, are 

sunshine and air. You are not disheartened as you begin your journey towards the surface. 

(Kids and Sean wiggle on the stage.  Betsy adds cloudy, clayey water to the pebble bowls.) 

With a determined heart, you begin to wiggle in the earth. You grow roots deep, deep into the 

mud. Your little stem grows up slowly. Suddenly, "pop" you are out of the mud! 

(They stand slowly) 

 Your stem grows higher and higher, taller and taller. You rise up slowly, fighting against the muddy 

water. All of a sudden, you are out of the muddy pond! You reach up towards the warm sun, shining 

down on you. 



(They are raising their arms slowly and photos  of the lotus buds show on the screen) 

Your lotus bud begins to grow on top of your stem. It expands and grows larger and larger,  

finally bursting into full bloom.  

(There arms are wide  and photos  of the lotus flower show on the screen) 

A white lotus flower. You stand beautifully above the muddy water, not dirtied by the mud from which 

you grow. You are fragrant and beautiful. You are a beautiful white lotus flower, and your role is to 

remind people to rise above their defilements and sufferings, just as you are rising above the muddy 

water and not dirtied by the mud from which you grow. 

Everyone who sees you marvells at your beauty! Your determination to grow out of the muddy 

pond reminds them of your journey towards enlightenment. 

 

May this spirit enter our lives and provide us the leadership we need to make a difference. We  lift our 

mind to the spirit of transformation. Let’s have silent meditation for few minutes. 

 

(Barbara nods Calib to start playing music similar to sound of a gentle slow raindrops for 3 minutes.) 

 
SECOND READING       Sean Mackey & Paolo Ghezzi  

Please look at your feet . (pause) I offer you a poem, Ode to My Socks by  Pablo Neruda. He was a 

common people’s poet and always used simple language for not ordinary messages. I ask you what it 

means to you on a summer humid Sunday. Perhaps you can ask irreverently in your mind, what does 

this service mean to the congregation? And who wears woolen socks in summertime?  I present my 

dear friend Paolo Ghezzi. 

. 

(Paolo starting speaking in quick Spanish.) 

Oda a los calcetines…. 

(Sean cuts him off reading. )  My brother,  please speak English here. 

(Paolo starts speaking in slow English.) 

 

Ode to My Socks 

 

Maru Mori brought me 

a pair of socks 

which she knitted with shepherd’s hands, 

two socks as soft as rabbits. 

I slipped my feet into them 

https://genius.com/Pablo-neruda-ode-to-my-socks-annotated#note-2319685
https://genius.com/Pablo-neruda-ode-to-my-socks-annotated#note-11195757
https://genius.com/Pablo-neruda-ode-to-my-socks-annotated#note-4246342


as if they were two cases 

knitted with threads of twilight and goatskin. 

 

Outrageous socks 

my feet became two fish made of wool, 

two long sharks 

of ultramarine blue, shot through 

by one golden thread, 

two immense blackbirds, 

two cannons, 

my feet were honored in this way 

by these heavenly socks. 

They were so handsome for the first time 

my feet seemed to me unacceptable 

like two decrepit firemen, 

firemen unworthy of that woven fire, 

of those luminous socks. 

 

Nevertheless, I resisted the sharp temptation 

to save them somewhere as schoolboys 

keep fireflies, 

as learned men collect 

sacred texts, 

I resisted the mad impulse to put them 

in a golden cage and each day give them 

birdseed and pieces of pink melon. 

Like explorers in the jungle 

who hand over the very rare green deer 

to the spit and eat it with remorse, 

I stretched out my feet and pulled on 

the magnificent socks and then my shoes. 

 

The moral of my ode is this: 

beauty is twice beauty 

and what is good is doubly good 

https://genius.com/Pablo-neruda-ode-to-my-socks-annotated#note-4246342
https://genius.com/Pablo-neruda-ode-to-my-socks-annotated#note-4236316
https://genius.com/Pablo-neruda-ode-to-my-socks-annotated#note-4236316
https://genius.com/Pablo-neruda-ode-to-my-socks-annotated#note-4236316
https://genius.com/Pablo-neruda-ode-to-my-socks-annotated#note-4236316
https://genius.com/Pablo-neruda-ode-to-my-socks-annotated#note-4236316
https://genius.com/Pablo-neruda-ode-to-my-socks-annotated#note-4236316
https://genius.com/Pablo-neruda-ode-to-my-socks-annotated#note-11195695
https://genius.com/Pablo-neruda-ode-to-my-socks-annotated#note-11195695
https://genius.com/Pablo-neruda-ode-to-my-socks-annotated#note-4236274
https://genius.com/Pablo-neruda-ode-to-my-socks-annotated#note-4236274
https://genius.com/Pablo-neruda-ode-to-my-socks-annotated#note-4236274
https://genius.com/Pablo-neruda-ode-to-my-socks-annotated#note-4249116
https://genius.com/Pablo-neruda-ode-to-my-socks-annotated#note-4249116
https://genius.com/Pablo-neruda-ode-to-my-socks-annotated#note-4249116
https://genius.com/Pablo-neruda-ode-to-my-socks-annotated#note-11195679
https://genius.com/Pablo-neruda-ode-to-my-socks-annotated#note-11195679
https://genius.com/Pablo-neruda-ode-to-my-socks-annotated#note-11195679
https://genius.com/Pablo-neruda-ode-to-my-socks-annotated#note-2319694
https://genius.com/Pablo-neruda-ode-to-my-socks-annotated#note-4236360
https://genius.com/Pablo-neruda-ode-to-my-socks-annotated#note-4236360
https://genius.com/Pablo-neruda-ode-to-my-socks-annotated#note-2319699


when it is a matter of two socks 

made of wool in winter. 

 

Who wears woolen socks in summertime? But everyone knows it’s good to feel warm , grace 

and grateful in the mind. Please look at your feet again.  

 (pause) Pablo Neruda   “resisted the mad impulse to put them in a golden cage”. May we 

resist this too.  

This summer and simply all life will gone, soon.  

 

 
OFFERATORY        Sean Mackey 
 

PLEASE RISE AND JOIN ME IN THE UNISON WORDS OF OFFERATORY PRINTED IN YOUR 

ORDER OF SERVICE.  

 

WE KNOW THAT WE HAVE BEEN BLESSED WITH A BOUNTY. 

WE OFFER WHAT WE HAVE BROUGHT TODAY 

TO THIS ALTAR OF HOPE AND TRANSCENDENCE 

KNOWING THAT IT IS JUST A PART OF A COMMITMENT, 

OF A DEVOTION TO HELPING  OTHERS 

TO MAKE THEIR OWN MEANINGFUL CONNECTIONS.  

  

Now, our morning offering will now be taken. Fifteen percent of undedicated offertory gifts will go to 

support our community. 

 

We know that we have been blessed with a bounty. We offer what we have brought today to this altar 

of hope and transcendence. Knowing that it is just a part of a commitment of a devotion to 

helping  others to make their own meaningful connections 

 

(Nod to start playing Butter by Calib Stine, guitarist )  

 

 

 

 

 



SERMON         Sean Mackey 

How to Create Socks?            

   

Last month, during the wettest July we went to the Lotus Festival. Today in the meditation we saw 

muddy water. The lotus effect refers to self-cleaning properties that are a result of the ultra 

hydrophobicity of the lotus leaves. Dirt particles are picked up by water droplets due to the 

microscopic architecture on the surface, which reduces the droplet's adhesion to that surface. Natural 

architecture. Self-cleaning properties are also found in other plants and also on the wings of 

butterflies. Like Teflon.  They can’t be soiled if they self-cleaning. Can we learn to be ultra 

hydrophobic, self-cleaning of our delusions? Can we fly like butterflies? Perhaps we are dirty if we 

must mimic our own water, our habitat. We must be like a lotus or a catfish living in the muddy 

waters. Be your water, our habitat. Maybe this is too scientific.  Let’s focus on the topic, how to create 

meaningful connections.  

 

Creativity is often put on a pedestal. We see it as a supreme achievement, a great talent or superior 

effort. Most work is not creative. Most of my work as a design architect wasn’t. It can be 

overshadowed by our own attitude, “I am not creative, am not artist, can’t plan this service.” 

 

It should be put a lower pedestal. Perhaps the size of a human. It can be ordinary repetitions with 

many mistakes and dirt on the makers’ face. We can bring our own very personal view of creativity 

down to earth. It does not have to be reserved for exceptional individuals. 

 

In ordinary life creativity means making something for the heart and mind out of every experience. 

Sometimes we can shape experience into meaning, playfully and inventively.  Like rose gardening 

when we add horse manure into the soil or pancake cooking when we crack an egg into the batter. 

 

My boss, a friend, architect and painter said: "Always keep your eyes open. Keep watching because 

whatever you see can inspire you." You can choose a single source of inspiration and walk through 

the day looking for interesting new forms and examples of your chosen medium, or you can look for 

inspiration in a variety of different forms. Even make novel small connections. Everything you see and 

touch has the potential to disrupt your normal patterns of thinking and introduce you to fresh new 

perspectives. We must walk through life with our eyes wide open, looking for inspiration in everything 

we see. Like many creative exercises, this one may seem simple at first. Everything you see and 

touch has the potential to do what for whom?  Us, the creator?  Selfish creators? 

 



Maybe you noticed in your order of service the closing hymn, De Colores and remember one line of 

the song,  “the great love of infinite colors is pleasing to me  ” It is about pleasure. Did we forget the 

ode to socks, to ordinary things?   How can we create warm socks for others? 

 

Last year Laura Penza, a fellow architect, asked me write a recommendation letter for her for an 

award for her work on community connections. She has made a positive impact on my life after the 

strokes and on many lives. She said, “All designers, like potted plants, need light, water and soil to 

provide genuine, novel ideas.”  Every blade of grass has a personal angel that bends over it and 

whispers, ’grow, grow’. 

 

I quoted the poet Proust two months ago, “the real magic lies not in seeing new landscapes, (or a 

foreign vacation) but in having new eyes.” The real job lies not in creation infinite colors or more 

connections. We can able to see keener connections- old ones or new ones or discounted ones, 

passed-over. Pablo Neruda wrote about everyday experience. No need for more than the wonderful 

connections before us, if only we can be willing to free our eyes and our mind from their 

preconceptions. 

 

You may not trust the process, “always keep your eyes open”. Keep practicing and you will find that it 

can generate unexpectedly productive outcomes.  Even one that is harmful to your self-esteem. Like 

you smile when your family member shares a personal secret, an invasion. A sacrifice for a family 

solidarity.  

 

I am grateful for sacrifice for it is the nature of creativity, of being alive. Something has to die if we are 

to live. We have to make use of the life of another for our own survival, for our own new connections. 

Death sustains our own experience day after day; nothing after nothing too- can make you more 

aware of the life in everything, most importantly our connections. “One doesn’t discover new lands 

without consenting to lose sight of the shore for very long time”, said Andre Gide. 

 

In the offertory, we are grateful we have chosen to help our own meaningful connectivity. They had 

lost their bearings and someone discovered a new place for them. New warm socks. Perhaps they 

only found their socks while searching for another person’s socks.  

 

We can help ourselves together to be awakening, to look more softly and use our peripheral vision 

while looking at what is before us rather than with sharp attention, rationally. Pablo’s odes lead us 

toward the divine, but the divine that is right in front of our noses.  



 

Should we value a creative job more than an ordinary job?  If you widen the definition of a creative job 

to include a compassionate job, then most agree. 

 

We sang Lean On Me,  “for it won't be long until I'm gonna need somebody to lean on, “ and, “please 

swallow your pride if I have things you need to borrow”.  What is our pride we need to swallow, to 

surmount? Why doesn’t our pride accept leaning on others? We need to accept that we are lost. It is 

more difficult when we are scared or lonely.   We need to ask and others need to answer.  Like a duet 

when one calling out in the silence and the other calling out.  We are the askers sometimes and other 

times we are the receivers. Always the employee and hirer.  Always a swallowing pride and giving 

shelter.  Always a leaner and a listener.  

 

A pair of socks is always a pair of beauties. “The moral of my ode is this: beauty is twice beauty and 

what is good is doubly good when it is a matter of two socks made of wool in winter”. Each 

connection is a two-way street, between sender and responder, hugger and one who is hugged, 

hurter and one who is hurt. In the pre-email era, my office’s motto was “there is no communication if 

there’s no response or the sender assumes that the responder received a message.” Now our 

computers and phones can send automatic massages, “your massage was delivered “.  You may 

assume your audience saw it, out of millions of messages, they digested it well and they decided on 

the right action. You may go on to the next issue, always an emergent issue.  All of us sometimes 

miss making a connection- I need somebody to lean on, sometimes. 

Last time I tried to connect with you but the technology, my voice, was not heard clearly. The 

audience didn’t really understand my message and I thought it was my fault. But afterwards someone 

congratulated me for my fearlessness. Others gave me their compassion for a missed an opportunity 

and gave suggestions how to change the rate of my computer-generated voice. Others congratulated 

me for my message. 

 

You, one time before your death, can be filled with such awe, such amazement, you must find it 

overwhelming even to consider slipping socks on- to consider slipping on new scary clothes – new 

making connections. We are like Pablo who resisted “ the mad impulse to put them in a golden 

cage”.  We can resist saving it for other time. Or, we can get a sense of loss and see use it tomorrow 

when you know well it would done eventually.  A pair of woolen socks will have the holes eventually. 

Like in the night when children save lightning bugs in glass jar and in morning all marvelous bugs 

expired. The myth of perpetuity.  The myth of forever, timelessness after death.  Or you say, they are 

my socks and they are own property or it is my life. 



 

The literary critic wrote, “Pablo fills these socks with delight, himself into them until they literally bulge 

with connections that join them, through the loom of his heart, to the stars.” Rekindled by a spark from 

another person. Often we don’t know who lit the match. Sometimes we were waiting too long for the 

formal documentation of an offers, the simple faint light. Before other rekindled, always first a 

swallow.  

 

Pablo saw those socks, and his heart was blown open with his gratitude, his joy, his wonder, his 

platonic love.  I should add that Maru Mori, mentioned in the opening line, was the wife of the Chilean 

painter Camilo Mori, a friend of Neruda’s, Her gift inspired the poem. 

 

In the first reading,  “the cloud of love that had gathered them together”, but we don't know who 

provided the match. We are all damaged. That makes connection a blessing. Elizabeth, the author, 

prayed, don't despair that connection has come and gone. Remember she said, ‘in the turmoil and 

storm the love spilled out of us.’ When we let go of it. It comes back at surprising times. Or to different 

lives. How to let go of it after we gathered this, most important- connection, securely in our heart after 

many years of searching? It ‘s too hard to let go in the strong wind, in meaningless games, during 

pressing millions connection per a second. 

 

In the stone dropping part of the service -- who needs a connection? Sometimes the storms, the 

Interconnected pulses and the ripples get too confusing for us. 

 

At the heart of each of us, whatever our imperfections, there exists a silent pulse of perfect rhythm, a 

complex of waveforms of resonances, which is absolutely individual and unique, and yet which 

connects us to everything in the universe’, said George Leonard. A nice quote for us. However, I 

worry about that. If everything is connected to you, who chooses some precious things, people, and 

ideas and who chooses others. Which are left, ignored? Our minds are already overwhelmed? Or our 

past connections choose unconsciously? Like Google software. Most people feel uncomfortable – we 

give away the control. To mass media or luck, or God? It’s meaningless for me. What does a 

meaningful connection mean to you? Perhaps it is always a two-way road. It reminds me of samba 

dancing because its drive comes from our emotions.  

 

(Calib Stine plays few line of samba music) 



 

A better question is: who benefits from this effort? Is it the creator, like us? Or someone else? Or the 

community?    

 

Look at the two bowls. You notice the water is clean. Nothing else was added except more time. 

Waiting. Like warm rain. My wife added dirty water.  We need to be patient and not stress out. Our 

universe can settle. Sometimes, when it is peaceful. It is temporary. Frequently it is stormy. 

Remember the lotus effect.  Who masters self-purification? Few people. 

 

If we, the creators benefit from this job and feel Godlike to postpone our death, it sounds a bit a 

hedonistic and egotistical. I, me, myself first. Are we really self-centered when we look at ourselves in 

a mirror clearly? 

 

We believe we need to row in the choppy, muddy, water today and, probably, tomorrow also, rowing 

our blistered hands to shore, to connect unknown places. But, on the other hand, you can think of a 

different kind of water, perhaps purple water- a purple baptismal rain.  

 

(Sean adds few drops of purple ink to one bowl and Calib Stine plays ‘rain drops’) 

 

Aikidoist George Leonard preached, “In the master’s secret mirror, even at the moment of highest 

renown and accomplishment, there is an image of the newest student in the class, eager for 

knowledge willing to play the fool”. Please imagine a minister’s secret window. There is the 

uncomfortable person in each group who is eager for connections between people or ideas. But few 

people want to look like a fool. If we want to make more meaningful connections, we need to find out 

how to welcome others, who are wandering and procrastinating until ask us why come back? 

Perhaps we are leaning to be a personal angel whispers, ’grow, and grow’.  

 

 The creative work and lovemaking compassionately, without or with sex, can be exciting, inspiring 

and even godlike. We also have deadlines, anxieties, boredoms, and frustrations. It can be free of 

narcissism by focusing on problems in the material realm. Focusing on the concrete, on the hardest 

problem. Creativity must be in the moment, is unique, and also universal. We can't worry about 

achieving a big dream. We can work for just the joy of someone who has a tiny or huge ache and can 

do it too because this summer will soon be gone. All links will disappear soon.  

 



In our creations, our connections and our creators, we benefit nothing, except our effort boosts 

another’s happiness. It rings true, like a Buddhists temple bell rings silently. No need to sing a grateful 

hymn because it is a natural process of building bridges. Being grateful for common things. Let’s walk 

across new bridges in purple socks.  

(Look at his purple socks) 

 

HYMN        Sean Mackey and Caleb Stine 

Please rise as you are able and join me in singing verses one and two only of De COLORES, number 

305 in the gray hymnal. 

 

(Sean nods to nod Caleb Stine to start play the guitar.)  

 

CLOSING WORDS           Sean Mackey  
 

PLEASE RISE AND JOIN ME IN THE CLOSING WORDS PRINTED IN YOUR ORDER OF 

SERVICE. 

 

AS WE EXTINGUISH THIS FLAME BUT NOT THE LIGHT OF TRUTH, 

THE WARMTH OF COMMUNITY, 

OR THE FIRE OF COMMITMENT. 

THESE WE WILL CARRY IN OUR HEARTS UNTIL WE ARE TOGETHER AGAIN. 

SO WHEN WE ARE GONE  AND AGAIN THESE LIGHTS ARE OFF  

AND AGAIN NO VIEW COMES THROUGH THESE WINDOWS 

THIS PLACE THOUGH IT WILL THEN BE DIM, REMAINS SACRED, 

BECAUSE WE MAKE IT SO 

BECAUSE IT GIVES US THE WILL TO BUILD THE OUR OWN CONNECTIONS IN OUR LIVES.  

WE’VE SEEN ITS RIPPLES THIS MORNING. 

WE’VE FELT ITS GLOW REFLECTED IN THE FACES OF OUR FRIENDS AROUND US. 

WE ARE CARRIERS OF THE FLAME. 

 
We are grateful for not ordinary music by Caleb and to all the members of the Worship Committee for 
coordinating Summer Services.Thank you to Jason Braspennickx and others for ensuring that the 
sound technology brought the music and words to all. If you want read my sermon or didn’t 
understand my diction, please email me or church office so you receive. Our thanks to all the 
participants in today’s worship service!   
 

(EXTINGUISH CHALISE )         



 

Now in peace. 

 

Postlude- ‘When She Comes’ by  Caleb Stine, guitarist 


